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Abstract: A compact asymmetric coplanar strip fed monopole antenna for multiband application is presented. The
antenna famous 4 resonances around 2.3, 2.675, 5.125 and 5.4 GHz protecting the bands. The multiband traits of the
antenna are because of the various meandered contemporary paths exited in the radiation structure. It covers wi-fi
application particularly WLAN, LTE, Public safety and ISM application.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Monopole antennas have observed substantial programs in Wi-Fi cellular conversation systems. It use of cellular verbal
exchange system has stimulated the hobby inside the dual and multi band design of monopole antenna gadget for utility
in multi band cell verbal exchange network. It is referred to that monopole antennas are basically set up above a large
floor aircraft and excited by means of a strip feed. Asymmetric Coplanar Strip (ACS) feeding is employed on this layout
in order that a simplified unmarried layer feed shape is ready. A specified observe has been completed to identify the
numerous resonant modes excited in the shape of the antenna [1]. A simple and compact ACS-fed antenna has been
designed using a meandered radiating structure and two Inverted-L-shaped resonators. Parametric studies to show the
effect of dimensions of the Inverted-L-shaped resonators in the meandered radiating performance have been performed
[2] & [4]. A small ACS fed printed antenna loaded with multiple radiating branches is presented for portable wireless
devices. The presented uniplanar antenna has a less complex structure and is simple to be imprinted on FR4 substrate
with little area [5] – [7]. Proposed an anisotropic meta-atom that exhibits diminished polarization cross-talking, and
employed it to efficiently design bi-functional metasurfaces with complicated functionalities requiring 2D parameter
optimizations [8] – [10]. In this work, a monopole antennas are fed with the aid of a CPW-fed knows as coplanar
waveguides, it is used in short distance communications like Bluetooth and WLAN at five.2/5.Eight GHz. These antennas
are generally excited by a probe feed or a micro strip feed with a bigger floor plane and has a double layer designs. The
extensively used monopole antenna have blessings like simple shape, omnidirectional radiation coverage, low profile,
lightweight and comparatively better working variety of frequency. Coplanar Waveguide Feed (CPW) is the widely used
uni- planar feeding techniques. The diverse form of CPW feed antenna are twin frequency monopole antenna resonating
in (DCS) Digital Conversation System and a pair of Four GHz WLAN band. Compact antennas can be designed the
usage of a meandered radiating shape and several antennas using this technique have been designed.
II. ANTENNA DESIGN
A compact Asymmetric Coplanar Strip (ACS)-fed monopole antenna is proposed. By reducing the size of the
Asymmetric Coplanar Strip (ACS)-fed monopole antenna properly impedance matching is completed and it exhibits a
better overall performance.
The Asymmetric Coplanar Strip-fed (ACS) is an amendment of the slot line in which the width of one of the lateral strips
is slim. Owing to the simple structure, ease of fabrication and other reasons stated below its miles extra high quality for
compact antenna designs. In this is the asymmeteric coplanar strip is efficiently applied within the design of compact
uniplanar antennas.
Monopole antennas are attractive in current Wi-Fi applications as a result of simple shape, large bandwidth and almost
omnidirectional radiation traits. The monopoles are normally located vertically to a massive floor aircraft which increases
the machine complexity, size and extent. Printed monopoles alternatively, are conformal for modular design and may be
fabricated in conjunction with the published circuit board of the system, making fabrication less difficult. Of the
Asymmetric Coplanar Strip (ACS) fed monopole. Therefore, it's miles used to evaluate the homes Asymmetric Coplanar
Strip (ACS) fed monopole.
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Fig: 1 Asymmetric coplanar strip fed antenna
For ground plane design

Fig: 2 Simulated result

Table: 1 Dimensions of the antenna design
PARAMETER

GL

WL

DIMENSIONS (mm)

15

12.2

The length of the partial ground is 15mm (GL). The width of the partial ground is 12.2mm. The simulated reflection
coefficient(S11) dB. It is observed that there is no proper result obtained in partially grounded plane. There is no
impedance matching.

Fig: 3 Proposed antenna with CSRR

Fig 4: Asymmetric coplanar strip fed antenna for triangle cut

Table: 2 Dimensions of the proposed antenna design for Fig:3
PARAMETER
GL2 GL3
RT
RT1 RW RW1 RW3 RL1
DIMENSIONS (mm) 15
1.5
0.5
0.5
8
2
5
5

RL2
3

RL3
5.5

Table: 3 Dimensions of the proposed antenna design for Fig:4
PARAMETER
L
W
GL
GW
GA
G
DIMENSIONS (mm)
25
12.2
7.5
9.2
7
0.5
The length of substrate is 25mm (L) and the width of the substrate is 12.2mm(w).Each side of the triangle is 7mm (G A).
The ACS is used for proper and good impedance matching. FR4 substrate is used for antenna design, having dielectric
constant of 4.4.
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III. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

Fig: 4 Simulated result of return loss for ACS fed antenna with Triangle cut
The loss of signal electricity as a consequence of the mirrored image brought about because of unsuitable matching of
the antenna to its feed line is referred to as return loss. An expanded return loss corresponds to excessive VSWR and
influences the antenna advantage to a massive volume. The go back loss is analyzed the use of scattering parameters.

(a)

(b)

(c )
(d)
Fig: 5 Radiation pattern of the antenna design
Radiation pattern of proposed antenna at 2.3GHz, 2.67GHz, 5.4GHz and 5.12GHz respectively. The radiation sample
of the proposed device. The Omni directional and bidirectional radiation sample are perceived for H-plane and E-plane.
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(a)
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(c)
(d)
Fig: 6 Simulated Gain of the proposed antenna design
It offers gain for the frequency 5.12GHz. Gain is a parameter which measures the diploma of directivity of the antenna's
radiation sample. A high-advantage antenna will radiate most of its electricity in a specific direction, even as a lowbenefit antenna will radiate over a wider perspective. The antenna benefit, or electricity benefit of an antenna is defined
because the ratio of the intensity (energy in step with unit surface place) radiated through the antenna inside the course
of its maximum output, at an arbitrary distance, divided with the aid of the depth radiated at the same distance by a
hypothetical isotropic antenna which radiates same energy in all instructions. This dimensionless ratio is normally
expressed logarithmically in decibels; those gadgets are known as "decibels isotropic" (dB).

Fig: 6 Simulated VSWR for the proposed antenna
The VSWR values are 1.19, 1.65, 1.59, 1.26 dB are observed around 2.3, 2.675, 5.4, 5.12 GHz frequencies.
VSWR cost tiers from 1 to ∞. But the price below 2 handiest taken into consideration as greater appropriate for
the antenna applications. The applications are 2.3-2.4 GHz are used in ISM application and 5.1-5.2 GHz are used in
WLAN application. It is also used in Public safety application.
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IV. CONCLUSION
A compact meta fabric loaded monopole antenna for WLAN/ISM applications has been proposed. Bandwidth
improvement and impedance matching had been done with loading meta material shape. The antenna possesses a small
size with correct radiation characteristics on the running frequency bands. The characteristics stated above denote that
the proposed antenna is properly suitable for future compact wireless communication gadgets.
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